Interaction of tetanus toxin and toxoid with cultured neuroblastoma cells. Analysis by immunofluorescence.
The primary interaction of tetanus toxin and toxoid with mouse neuroblastoma cells (C 1300, clone NB2A) in tissue culture was studied using direct immunofluorescence. Experiments were done in standard routine cultures and also those influenced by chemical modulators. There is a difference in the characteristic binding response between the growth culture cells (grown in presence of fetal calf serum) and differentiating culture cells (grown in absence of serum). Exposure to the toxin gives no visible effect on the cell division or viability in growth cultures; whereas in differentiating cells the processes are shortened and the adherence to the glass is diminished without involving significant cell death. The toxoid did not bind at all under the same experimental conditions. Since there was no biological effect in growth cultures we have called this binding ineffective, and in the case of the differentiating cells, effective binding. Stimulation of pinocytosis increases the uptake of toxin in both cultures. Presence of some surface bound toxin still remaining on the differentiating cells indicates the possibility of another sort of mechanism for internalization. Pre-treatment of the cells with neuraminidase or beta-galactosidase to alter the membrane gangliosides eliminates binding in growth cultures but not in differentiating cultures. From these results we suggest that even though the toxin may well bind to gangliosides, at least in the differentiating cultures they are not solely responsible for the fixation. The morphologically observed effective binding is probably that not related to gangliosides.